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Spin-polarized neutron reflectivity: A probe of vortices in thin-film superconductors
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It is demonstrated that the specular reflectivity of spin-polarized neutrons can be used to study vortices in a
thin-film superconductor. Experiments were performed on a 6000 Å thickc-axis film of YBa2Cu3O72x with
the magnetic field applied parallel to the surface. A magnetic hysteresis loop was observed for the spin-
polarized reflection and, from these data, the average density of vortices was extracted. A model is presented
which relates the specular reflectivity to the one-dimensional spatial distribution of vortices in the direction
perpendicular to the surface. Unlike other techniques, neutron reflectivity observes vortices in a geometry
where they are parallel to the interface.@S0163-1829~99!07021-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of magnetic vortices, which form in a ty
II superconductor, is a subject of both fundamental and p
tical importance. The interaction between vortices as wel
their interaction with pinning centers can lead to comp
magnetic phase diagrams: vortices may order in a lattice
exhibit glassy or liquid behavior. These properties have b
extensively studied in both conventional and hig
temperature superconductors~HTC’s!.1–4 Current-transport
properties, which are central to technological applications
superconductors, strongly depend on the pinning of vortic

For these reasons, there is considerable interest in ha
the capability to examine the spatial configuration of vo
ces. Several techniques have been used, including su
decoration with magnetic particles,5 electron microscopy,6

scanning tunneling microscopy,7 Hall probe microscopy,8

electron holography,9 and small-angle neutron diffraction.4,10

With the exception of the latter, these methods only ima
vortices at their point of exit through the surface. Howev
neutron diffraction requires both an ordered lattice of vo
ces as well as large-volume samples so that films canno
studied.

Here, it is demonstrated that the specular reflection
spin-polarized neutrons can be used to study vortices inthin-
film superconductors. The method makes the study o
unique geometry possible whereby vortices that run para
to the surface can be investigated. Moreover, an ordered
tex lattice is not necessary for this technique. Although
uniform distribution of vortices is reported in the prese
experiments, it is shown that the technique is sensitive
nonuniform vortex distribution in the direction perpendicu
to the surface. With these capabilities it should be possibl
investigate the interaction of vortices with interfaces.
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~22!/14692~5!/$15.00
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Spin-polarized neutron reflectivity has been used ext
sively to study the structure and magnetism of thin magn
layers.11 The technique has also been applied to measure
London penetration depthlL in conventional12,13 as well as
HTC superconductors.14 Figure 1 illustrates the essentia

FIG. 1. Spin-up and spin-down neutrons encounter a differ
scattering potential due to the spatially varying magnetization in
superconductor. The scattering potential is calculated for:~Solid
line! nuclear scattering only,~dot-dashed curve! London penetration
without vortices,~dotted curve! vortices in the center of the sample
~dashed curve! uniform distribution of vortices. In each case, th
lower branch is for spin-up neutrons and the upper branch is
spin-down neutrons. The inset shows the scattering geometry w
the field is applied parallel to the surface, perpendicular to the s

tering plane which is defined by the incidentkW i and outgoingkW f

wave vectors.
14 692 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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ideas for understanding neutron reflection from a superc
ductor. Because of the specular reflection geometry the
mentum transferqz5(4p/l)sinu is perpendicular to the sur
face and the reflection process is determined by a
potential, V(z), which contains contributions from bot
nuclear and magnetic scattering. When the magnetiza
and the neutron spin are perpendicular to the scattering p
V(z)52p\2nb/mn7mnM (z), where7 is for spin up and
down, respectively,mn is the neutron mass,n is the number
density of nuclei,b is the average scattering length of th
nucleus,mn is the neutron magnetic moment, andM (z) is
the spatially varying sample magnetization. Thus, the d
magnetism within the superconductor generates a diffe
potential for spin-up and spin-down neutrons.

Previous spin-polarized neutron reflectivi
experiments12–14 that measuredlL were performed at low
magnetic field in order to avoid the introduction of vortice
which reduces the magnetization of the sample. Howeve
shown by the calculations in Fig. 1, the presence of vorti
within the superconductor does not necessarily eliminate
difference in potential for spin-up and spin-down neutro
Of course, the detailed shape of the potential will depend
the specific vortex distribution. This suggests that sp
polarized neutron reflection techniques should be able to
serve the presence of vortices as well as obtain informa
on their spatial distribution in the direction perpendicular
the surface.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiment was performed on a 6000 Å thi
YBa2Cu3O72x film, grown by magnetron sputtering,15 with
thec axis perpendicular to the (1cm31cm) SrTiO3 substrate
surface. The resistivity, measured on similar samples by
four-probe technique, was 208mV cm at room temperature
with an onset to superconductivity at 89.8 K and a transit
width of 0.8 K. The neutron experiment utilized a close
cycle refrigerator to cool the sample to 10 K in zero ma
netic field. Subsequently, a magnetic field was applied p
allel to the surface, as shown in the inset to Fig. 1, using
electromagnet. The experiments were performed using
GANS reflectometer16 at the Missouri University Researc
Reactor and the specular reflectivity was measured s
rately for spin-up and spin-down incident neutrons~a polar-
ization analyzer was not used! having a wavelength ofl
52.35 Å. The angular divergence of the incoming beam w
0.02° and the beam width at sample position was 0.23 m
The rms surface roughness of the specimen 170630 Å was
determined by neutron reflectivity and atomic force micro
copy measurements.

Figure 2~a! shows the measured spin-up and spin-do
reflectivities near the critical angle for total external refle
tion at an applied field of 2400 Oe. The magnetic effects
observed more easily by plottingDR/R̄, which is the differ-
ence of the spin-up and spin-down reflectivities divided
their average, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. From these data alone
would be difficult, without a model calculation, to determin
the relative contributions from the London penetration at
surface and the vortices. However, the two contributions
clearly distinguished by measuring the field dependence

Figure 3 shows the extremal value ofDR/R̄ measured as
n-
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a function of applied field. Initially, at low field, there is
nearly linear change inDR/R̄ due to the London penetration
however, at higher field, the slope ofDR/R̄ changes as vor-
tices are generated. The hysteresis shape unambiguo
demonstrates that vortices can be detected by spin-polar
neutron reflection. Even when the applied field is reduced

FIG. 2. ~a! shows the spin-up and spin-down neutron reflecti

ties for H52400 Oe at 10 K.~b! DR/R̄, which is the reflectivity
difference of the spin-up and spin-down reflectivity divided by th
average, is obtained from the data in~a!. The solid curve is a best fi
to the model described in the text~convoluted with the instrumenta
resolution and corrected for the polarization efficiency!.

FIG. 3. The extremalDR/R̄ measured as a function of applie
field for a zero-field-cooled sample. The arrows indicate the or
in which the data were taken.
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a small value~65 Oe! there is a large spin-polarized sign
~see Fig. 4!, which is opposite in sign to that of Fig. 2~b!, due
to the remanent condition where vortices are trapped in
sample.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

In order to analyze the experimental results we develo
a model of the reflectivity for a given spatial distribution
vortices. The field penetration at both surfaces of the film
well as the vortices within the film contribute to the spi
polarized reflectivity. First we obtain the spatial variation
the magnetic field in the sample by solving the Lond
equation17 with N vortices

BW ~rW !1lL
2¹3¹3BW ~rW !5FW 0 (

p51

p5N

d (2)~rW2rWp!, ~3.1!

whereFW 0 is the flux of a single vortex having a magnitud
F05ch/2e520.679 Oemm2, rWp is the position ofpth vor-
tex, andd (2)(rW) is a two-dimensional~2D! delta function. A
magnetic field applied parallel to the film surface leads to

Bx~rW !5Bh~rW !1
F0

2plL
2E d(2)rW8nv~rW8!K0S urW2rW8u

lL
D ,

~3.2!

where nv(rW)5(p51
p5Nd (2)(rW2rWp) is the vortex density and

K0(r ) is a modified Bessel function.Bh(rW) is the homoge-
neous solution to Eq.~3.1! that is used to satisfy the bound
ary conditionBW 5m0Hx̂ at both interfaces.

Due to the condition of specular reflection, only the fie
averaged over theŷ direction is used. Integrating Eq.~3.2!
over y and applying the boundary condition gives

B̄x~z!5m0H
cosh~z/lL!

cosh~ t/2lL!
1

F0

2lL
E

2t/2

t/2

dz8n̄v~z8!

3H e2uz2z8u/lL2e(2z2t)/2lL
sinh@~2z81t !/2lL#

sinh~ t/lL!

1e2(2z1t)/2lL
sinh@~2z82t !/2lL#

sinh~ t/lL! J , ~3.3!

FIG. 4. DR/R̄ was measured at 65 Oe and 10 K after a field

2400 Oe had been applied. The largeDR/R̄ having opposite sign to
the data in Fig. 2~b! indicates a remanent condition with trappe
vortices.
e

d

s

f

wheret is the film thickness.n̄v(z)5(1/L)*2L/2
L/2 dy nv(rW) is

the 1D spatially varying vortex density, whereL is the lateral
dimension of the sample. The first term in Eq.~3.3! is just
London penetration from the interfaces. The first term in
integrand is the free-space contribution of the vortices a
the last two terms in the integrand arise from the image fi
of the vortices.

With M (z)5B̄x(z)/m02H determined from Eq.~3.3!,
the scattering potentialV(z) can be calculated and the 1
Schrödinger equation is solved numerically to obtain t
spin-dependent reflectivity. Thus, it is seen that the sp
polarized reflectivity depends explicitly on the 1D vorte
density n̄v(z). To compare with the experimental data, t
result is convoluted with the instrumental~Gaussian! resolu-
tion as well as corrected for beam foot print and polarizat
efficiency.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In the analysis, the London penetration length was ta
to be 1400 Å,14 although, it was found that the results in Fi
5 were relatively insensitive to the precise value oflL . It
was also assumed that the vortices are distributed unifor
through the sample and this is justified for two reasons. F
our calculations show that for intermediate field values
the hysteresis loop, large changes in the shape ofDR/R̄ vs
2u will occur if vortices are localized near the center of t
film; this was not observed in our experiments, suggest
that the vortices are distributed uniformly at intermedia
field values. Secondly, at other field values the data h
limited sensitivity to the shape of the vortex distribution b
cause these experiments were obtained at lowqz ~dictated by
the large surface roughness18! where the average scatterin
density is effectively measured in this limit~see below!. The
solid curves in Fig. 2~b! and Fig. 4 are a best fit to the mode
The width of these curves are essentially resolution limi
and the shape does not change with applied field.

Using the data in Fig. 3, the field dependence of the
erage vortex densityn0 was obtained from this analysis an

f

FIG. 5. The average density of vortices are extracted from
data in Fig. 3, using the model discussed in the text.
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the results are shown in Fig. 5. Initially there are no vortic
in the zero-field-cooled sample and vortices first enter
sample near 10506100 Oe. Upon increasing the field abov
this value there is a linear increase in the vortex density.
the field is reduced there is little change in the vortex den
until rather low field, indicative of a barrier for vortices t
exit the sample. The slope of the linear portions is the sa
for increasing or decreasing fields and is determined to
Dn0 /DH50.03660.006 Oe21mm22. Assuming a uniform
distribution of vortices, applying the appropriate bounda
condition and assuming the average magnetization does
change with applied field (DM̄ /DH50), we would expect
Dn0 /DH.1/F050.05Oe21mm22 for our sample configu-
ration ~thickness.4lL). The experimental value is slightl
smaller, consistent withDM̄ /DH;20.14.

We now use our model to demonstrate that spin-polari
neutron reflectivity can, in principle, reveal the spatial dis
bution of vortices in the direction perpendicular to the s
face. Figure 6 showsDR/R̄ calculated for three differen
distributions of vortices having the same average vortex d
sity: vortices localized on a plane through the center of
film, vortices localized on two planes, and vortices spre
over a Gaussian distribution. Near the critical angle (2uc
;0.32°) the curves exhibit little change with the vortex d
tribution and, thus, explains why the present experiment p
vides only the average vortex density. However, a clear
ference between the curves in Fig. 6 emerges at higher a
This sensitivity to the spatial distribution of vortices is intri
sic to neutron reflectivity since, in the limit of the Born a
proximation, the reflectivity is related to the Fourier tran
form of the scattering density. As a practical matter, it m
be difficult to obtain highqz data in materials which have
large surface roughness, such as some ox
superconductors;18 increasing the film thickness also exace
bates the problem since roughness often increases with th
ness. However, there are many thin-film materials, parti
larly conventional superconductors, that can be grown w
sufficiently smooth surfaces. Indeed, a recent spin-polar
neutron reflectivity study oflL in Nb was performed a
higherqz .13

In conclusion, we have shown that spin-polarized neut
reflectivity can probe vortices in a geometry which is gen
ally inaccessible by other techniques. In particular, it has
capability to study vortices that are parallel to the surface
,
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it is sensitive to the one-dimensional spatially varying vor
density. Long-range order of the vortices is not requir
This technique is uniquely suited to investigate the inter
tion of vortices with the surface. For example, recent m
netization experiments19 have suggested that vortices ord
in thin films due to vortex-surface interactions. Such vort
surface ordering should be observable by neutron reflec
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